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3 Pt. Lift “Quick Attach” 

PR72-TP 

PR90-TP 
Standard 72” and New BigBoy 90”.  
Numerous Optional Attachments available.  

Exclusive “Adjustable 3 Pt. Lift Frame”. 
Use with Lower Link Arms or Quick Coupler. 

3 Pt. Lift Cat 0 / 1 

For Customers Who Need the Convenience of a Rear Direct Attach Groomer. 
No other manufacturer has ever accomplished this engineering feat! 

“Quick Attach” Pro Groomer Models 

2” Receiver “Quick Attach” 

Standard 72” and New BigBoy 90”.  
Numerous Optional Attachments available.  

PR72-QR 

PR90-QR  

2” Receiver “Quick Attach” 
Exclusive “Quick Attach”. 

Easy Attach and Disconnect. 

JD Gator TX “Quick Attach” 

PR72-QX 

PR90-QX 
Standard 72” and New BigBoy 90”.  
Numerous Optional Attachments available.  

Gator TX “Quick Attach” 
Exclusive “Quick Attach” Design. 

Easy Attach and Disconnect. 

Quick Attach 
“Latch & Lock”  

Lift System 

Quick Attach 
“Latch & Lock”  

Lift System 



2391 

PR90-QR is Shown 

2” Receiver “Quick Attach” 

Standard 72” and New BigBoy 90” Models.  
Numerous Optional Attachments available.  

Exclusive “Quick 
Attach”. Easy Attach 
and Disconnect. 

One of a Kind.   

PR90-QR PR72-QR 

66” or 84” Exclusive Leveler Implement Design.  
Blades cut 100% of graded surface. (84” Leveler Shown).  

Rear 72” or 90” Smoothing 
Broom (90” Broom Shown)  

Heavy Duty  
Actuator 

2” Receiver “Quick Attach” with easy “Latch & Lock” Lift System. 
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                        Attaches in 30 Seconds. No Tools Needed. 

4546 4514

1) Back up 

4538 

2) Latch & Lock 3) Lift and Go 

Direct attach behind   

2 Inch Receiver UTV’s & Side by Sides  
 

Exclusive “Latch, Lock & Lift” System.  
2-Switch Wiring System giving the user front  

dash and rear under box lift controls. 
 

No Tools needed to attach or disconnect 
groomer. Tow System stays on the  

Tow Machine.   

Tow System 

Groomer System 

 includes 
2 Switch Wiring System 

Includes all wiring necessary and  
2 Switches for Dual Control.  Rear Under Box Switch 

 (use when attaching and disconnecting). 

Front Dash 
Mounted Switch. 
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TX JD Gator “Quick Attach” with easy “Latch & Lock” Lift System. 

2482 

PR90-QX PR72-QX 

JD Gator TX “Quick Attach” 

PR90-QX is Shown 

Standard 72” and New BigBoy 90” Models.  
Numerous Optional Attachments available.  

Exclusive “Quick 
Attach”. Easy Attach 
and Disconnect. 

One of a Kind.   

66” or 84” Exclusive Leveler Implement Design.  
Blades cut 100% of graded surface. (84” Leveler Shown).  

Rear 72” or 90” Smoothing 
Broom (90” Broom Shown)  

Heavy Duty Actuator 

 includes 
2 Switch Wiring System 

Includes all wiring necessary and  
2 Switches for Dual Control.  Rear Under Box Switch 

 (use when attaching and disconnecting). 

Front Dash 
Mounted Switch. 

Direct attach to  

John Deere Gator TX. 
 

Directly attaches to the rear axle system & 1-1/4” receiver.  
Exclusive “Latch, Lock & Lift” System.  

2-Switch Wiring System giving the user front  
dash and rear under box lift controls. 

 

No Tools needed to attach or disconnect. 
Tow System stays on the Vehicle.   

Note: this design connects to newer  versions of Gator TX vehicles  
with 1-1/4” rear receiver hitch.  

Tow System 

Groomer System 

                        Attaches in 30 Seconds. No Tools Needed. 

4546 4514

1) Back up 

4538 

2) Latch & Lock 3) Lift and Go 
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“Adjustable 3 Pt. Lift System”  

 

Setup Shown:  
USE with Quick Coupler.  

7/8” Lower Pins  
and Collar Bushings 

3/4” Upper 
Link Pin 

2” Receiver.  

Center Adjust for 
Front to Rear Pitch 

66” or 84” Exclusive Leveler Implement  
Design. Blades cut 100% of graded surface. 

(84” Leveler Shown)  

PR90-TP is Shown 

Standard 72” and New BigBoy 90” Models.  
Numerous Optional Attachments available.  

Rear 72” or 90” Smoothing 
Broom (90” Broom Shown)  

PR90-TP PR72-TP 

One of a Kind Adjustable  
Cat 0 / 1 Frame.  

Frame has built 
in 2” Rear  
Receiver for 
versatility. 

Upper brackets  
are adjustable  

to be set where 
user needs  

them. 
Turnbuckle provides groomer “pitch adjustment”. 

Heavy Duty. 

All 3 pt. lift frames (except our special design) are specific to one style of use. They force a user to decide whether or not they 
plan to use a tractor quick hitch (or quick coupler) or no quick coupler. In other words they do not adjust to be used either way. 

We’ve designed a 3 pt. lift frame that allows either setup. Our adjustable brackets can be moved on the frame and allow the 
user to decide if they want to connect directly to the link arms (no coupler) of if they want to use a quick coupler.  

3 Point Lift. Cat 0 / 1 

1458

One of a Kind  
Adjustable 3 Pt. Frame.  

 
You choose if you want to 

use a quick coupler or  
no quick coupler.  

Quick Coupler Setup.  NO Quick Coupler.  



QR & QX Models use Front Height Adjust System. TP uses 3 Pt. Lift System. 

Pro Groomer Leveler Implement “Locks Into Position” to Level. 
Floating Implements, such as steel drag mats, simply cannot level an infield. They might help smoothen but they ride  

up over high areas (don’t cut it off) and sink down into low areas (tend to drag material out).  
In order for an implement to level it must “Lock into Place” and not float. Our Leveler Implement 
travels over material and cuts high areas, carries material along, and releases it into low areas.  

The PR72 Pro Infield Groomer is  
Engineered to Level.  

 

Leveler Implement + Adjustment System  
produces “Level” and “Smooth” Infields. 
 

Leveler Does Not Float! Each side of the front blade 
adjusts independently to keep the implement level left 
to right and to adjust the height of the front blade.  
The rear blade adjusts and locks into position using 
the rear electric cylinder (Manual Lift uses the Lift Arm 

and Turnbuckle to adjust rear blade). 
Leveler completely adjustable “front-to-back”  

and “left-to-right” to the position you set. 

Leveler Does Not Float. 
It locks in place for  
perfect leveling. 

Rear Blade locks in 
position using the  

electric cylinder  
(Manual Lift uses  

the Lift Arm  
and Turnbuckle). 

Front Blade  
height adjust  
system adjusts  
each side 
independently  
and locks into 
position you  
choose.  

Infields Need to be Smooth and Level ! 
Making an infield smooth is relatively easy. Leveling Infields requires advanced engineering. 

Blades cut 100% of the surface while grooming.  
Unlike other machines our Pro Groomer leveling blades cut 100% of the surface. Does not leave areas un-cut.  

Two Blades level better than one. 

Pro Groomer “Leveling Implement” Stands Apart 

Some parts removed for clarity. 

Rear Blade 

Front Blade Front Blade 

Travel 

Leveler Implement 

Unmatched  
Leveling 

Performance  

2 Bladed 
Leveler 

Exclusive 
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Optional Accessories 

Spring Tine Scarifier  (PRST-7211 PR72)   (PRST-9012 PR90)  

Spring Tine Scarifier.   
Mounts in front of Leveler.  
Completely adjustable.  
Can be used while grooming - which  
is the only advantage it has over the  
chisel scarifier for pulverizing.  
Flexible Tines are not as effective  
breaking up hard infields as the hard 
tooth chisel. For customers who want to 
be able to lightly pulverize while  
they groom.   
 
Includes one row of adjustable spring 
tines and tine adjustment system.  
 
 
 
 
Note: Customers with extremely  
hard infields (especially infields  
with sand mixtures) should consider the 
hard tooth Chisel Scarifier  
which is more effective on hard infields. 

Tine  
Adjustment 

System 

2035

Numerous Optional Accessories 

Hard Tooth 
Chisel  

Scarifier 

Rock  
Basket 

Spring Tine 
Scarifier 

Drag Mat 

Numerous other optional attachments 
not shown in this picture.  

PRCH-5825  Chisel Scarifier     

Chisel Scarifier. 
More effective on really hard infields than the 
Spring Tine Scarifier. Pulverizes & shatters 
hard-compacted infields to improve  
playability. Exclusive abrasion resistant steel 
teeth. Completely depth adjustable. Mounts  
to rear of Leveler implement. Rear Broom and 
Drag Mat Drag can be mounted behind Chisel 
to help break up chunks and smoothen. Teeth are easy to replace.  
 

In-Season. Should only be used to pulverize the very top portion of  
infields (1/4” to 1/2” or so) during the season.  
Off-Season. Capable of depth up to 2-3/4” to mix, remove weeds, etc. 
but should never be used deep enough to disturb infield layers. 
 

Chisel Scarifier cannot be used while grooming. It is a separate 
process. Infield layers are very important. You should never penetrate 
too deep into an infield and disturb the layers. If the Chisel was used 
while grooming then it could mask, 
or hide, what is actually being done 
to the infield. So, for infield safety,  
we design the Chisel Scarifier  
process to be a separate process 
from grooming.  

Also see Drag Mat that helps break up 
chunks created by the Chisel Scarifier.   
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ALDM-1000  Brackets Only 

Order this option if you wish to  

use your own Drag Mat in our 
exclusive Drag Mat Brackets.  

 

Brackets only. No Drag Mat included.  
Note: Our Drag Mats have a 1.00” square 

support tube on front pull edge to add 
support and so they mount correctly in 

our brackets. We recommend you do the 
same to your drag mat if you order this 

optional attachment.  

 

Rock Basket 
For those who have rock or   

debris problems in their infields.  

Attaches behind rear blade of leveler. 
Material travels over rear blade and 
falls into basket. Debris catches in 

basket. Easy removal to empty. 

PRRB-1925 

1-1/4” Receiver 
Use when groomer  

not attached. 

2” Receiver 
Use when groomer  

not attached. 

QARH-2000 QARH-0125 

Note: Due to variances of how users can 
arrange the Tow Plate Assembly it’s 

possible the receiver might not be able to 
be left on when groomer is attached.  

Pin Hitch (Drawbar) 

Use when groomer  
not attached. 7/8” Hole.  

Note: Due to variances of how users can 
arrange the Tow Plate Assembly it’s 

possible the pin hitch might not be able to 
be left on when groomer is attached.  

QAPH-0785 

Note: Due to variances of how users can 
arrange the Tow Plate Assembly it’s 

possible the receiver might not be able to 
be left on when groomer is attached.  

Grading  

High Speed Grading Bar 
Customers choose the Pro Groomer because they want their infields level.  
To provide this benefit the Pro Groomer performs at optimal speeds of 4 to 5 mph.  
There are times however when customers need a quicker way to groom infields. 
Customers such as those who: 
   - Run all day tournaments.      
   - Run double headers. 
   - Have lots of fields to cover. 
How it Works “no tools needed engineering”.  
Attaches to the rear of the Leveler (same way the  
Chisel Scarifier attaches. Store upper “non-engaged” 
pins (where it will not contact the infield) until you need 
it. Quickly moves down to the lower “engaged” pins 
when you need it. When engaged the HS Grading Bar 
will contact the infield but the 2 bladed Leveler will not.  
Rear Broom (and Drag Mat if you have it) attach  
directly to the HS Grading Bar for finishing.  
Tournaments: Run tournaments with tight schedules? Groom all of infields before the day’s play with the normal  
2 bladed Leveler. Between games, if time is short, cut prep time with high speed implement to quickly prep infields. 
After the day’s games groom infields with the 2 blade Leveler Implement (normal process) to bring them back to 
optimal condition. Double Headers: Groom infields before the first game with the normal 2 bladed Leveler.  
Between games, if time is short, cut prep time using high speed implement to quickly prep infields. After final  
game groom with the 2 blade Leveler Implement (normal process) to bring them back to optimal condition.  
Lots of Infields to Maintain: Some fields are groomed the normal process every day - just not all of them.  
Alternate between using the Leveler or the HS Grading Bar to prep infields. 

PRGB-7200  High Speed Grading Bar 

 

When lowered to         the “engaged” pins only the High Speed Grading  
Bar contacts the surface for fast grooming. 

Leveler 

High Speed Bar is engaged the Leveler does NOT contact the surface. 

HS Grading Bar also  
includes Brush mounted  
on back side for extra  
finish affect.  

Broom Extension Kit 
Kit converts a 72” wide  

Broom to 90” wide.  
Adds 9.00” extension  

at both ends of broom.  
Includes extension bars,  

9” frame extensions,  
aluminum channels,  

brushes and hardware. 

PABE-1800 

Drag Mats 3 Sizes Available.  
72” wide x 36” Deep 
78” wide x 36” Deep 
84” wide x 36” Deep 

 

Drag Mat Option includes our exclusive brackets 
that pull the mat (during use) and store the mat 

(rolled up) during travel off the field. No tools  
needed to adjust or remove the mat.  

Mats are most useful when breaking up hard  
infields (which creates chunks).  

Exclusive Drag Mat 
Brackets pull, carry, 

and haul the drag mat. 

ALDM-7236     ALDM-7836     ALDM-8436     Drag Mats  

Drag Mat drops into square sections. 
Locked in place with flip down locks.  

Mats can be  
adjusted left to right  
in 1.00” increments,  

in the brackets,  
if desired. 

 

Roll up the drag  
mat and store in  
top of brackets  

for hauling.  
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• Levels - Mixes - Smoothens as you groom. 
• Leveling Implement “Locks into position to  

guarantee leveling takes place” 
• Completely adjustable to current infield conditions 
• Cuts High Areas and Fills Low Areas 
• Reduces Need for Hand Raking 
• Breaks up hard infields (optional accessories) 
• Maintains safer playing surface 
• Deters water puddling 
• Controls Weeds 
• More Lift Systems to choose from than any other 

manufacturer (all made in the USA). 
• Controls Weeds 
• More Lift Systems to choose from than any other 

manufacturer (all made in the USA). 

• Heavy Duty Steel Construction 
• Powder Coated finish 
• Pull with a variety of  towing machines 
• No tools needed to adjust engineering 
• Works on all infield materials 
• Built Like a Tank! 
• Easy to Use 
• Affordable 
• Saves Labor 
• We do 99% of the Assembly. 
• 36 Month Limited Warranty  

No Tools  

 
 

 

Needed  

Engineering! 

Level & Smooth Infields!    
We Guarantee It! 

Key Features & Benefits 

QA22  Rear Attach 2 Switch Control System How it Works 

How it Works. This one of a kind wiring system splits 12v power from the Tow Machine battery in 2 directions:  

1) to Dash Mounted Rocker Switch for control while driving and grooming.   
2) to SwitchBox mounted at rear of Tow Machine for lift and lower control while attaching or unhooking the groomer.  
 

Split power gives the user more control. If the system only had a dash mounted switch it would be difficult to attach or unhook the  
groomer to the quick attach system at rear. This system allows both switches to operate the cylinder (actuator) on the groomer.  
Both switches send signal to the Split “Y” Harness and on to the cylinder for control. The rear “Break Away” cord is connected to the  
Tow Plate wire each time the groomer is attached or unhooked. It’s just like connecting trailer or camper wires to a pickup during use.    

 
AL-E-101 Switch Box.  
2 x 2 Power & Control 

AL-E-569 Actuator Model 800-675 In-Line Mount 

AL-E-593 Power Harness.3/8” Ring Terminals 
to battery. 4 x 1 Female Receptacle splits 

power off two directions (to dash switch  
and to rear switchbox). 

AL-E-594 Power Split Extension. 
 4 x 2 x 2 Splits power off in 2 directions (dash 

switch & rear switchbox). 10 ft. ea. direction. 

AL-E-595 Control Wire. Dash Switch to 
Rear of Tow Machine. 12 ft. long. 

AL-E-596 Rear Split “Y” Harness. 2 switch  
signals into one. 2 x 2 x 2 Configuration. 

AL-E-597 Rear Tow Plate Wire 
Harness. 12v connectors 2-Pin. 

AL-E-598 Rear  
Break Away  
Harness. Connects 
Cylinder Plug to  
Tow Plate Harness. 

AL-E-011 
Dash Mount 

Rocker 
Switch. 

3/8” Ring Terminals 
to Tow Machine 12v 

Battery 

Fused 

Switch Box mounts under rear bed. 



Direct Attach Groomers Provide Convenience. “Quick Attach” engineering maintains the versatility 
you need from your tow vehicle. Groomer can be attached (or disconnected) in 30 seconds.  

Driving from complex to complex, traveling city streets, roads, etc. without the need for a trailer are examples of easier travel  
provided by rear direct attached groomers (no wheeled frame). Customers who choose direct attach groomers tend to also 

choose tow vehicles that have wider and longer wheel bases than traditional tow vehicles used for infield grooming. With the 
addition of the PR90 model customers have more options. A wider groomer could more effectively cover wheel tracks of large 

tow vehicles (especially when turning). But wider groomers require larger turning radius and wider shed doors for storage.  
 
Tow Vehicles vary greatly in overall size. Length and 
width of wheel base do matter. We have developed the 
PR90 Series to more effectively cover wheel tracks of large 
tow vehicles (especially when turning). Tight turns should 
always be avoided.  
 

Do you have baseball fields with grass in the center of the infield? If yes then a wider groomer might be a disadvantage 
(too wide) when grooming base paths (if you plan to groom base paths). On the other hand if your infields are all skin (no 
grass in the middle) then a wider groomer helps reduces field prep time.  
How wide is your storage shed door? If you plan to store the groomer inside a storage shed the PR90 Broom is 90” wide. 
You need approx. 6.00” clearance each end (12” total) to successfully enter and exit the storage door. Also note - even 
though the PR72 is narrower than the PR90, some PR72 customers choose to add optional broom extensions to help cover 
wheel tracks when turning. This essentially makes a PR72 just as wide as a PR90 (when adding broom extensions).  

Width of Wheel Base 

Length of Wheel Base 
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Choosing a Groomer Model 

Convenience of Direct Attached. 
Exclusive “Quick Attach” design. 

Groomer connects in 30 Seconds.  
 

No other manufacturer has  
achieved this engineering.  

 
 

PR72 Pro Groomer 
Leveler and Broom Dimensions. 

Note: Optional extensions can be added to broom ends to make it 90” wide.  

PR72 

72” 

66” 

PR90 Pro Groomer Wider Version.  
Designed for Rear Quick Attach Grooming. 

PR90 

90” 

84” 

Note: Extensions (included) make broom total width 90” wide.  



Size & Weight Specifications 
72-TP 

Adjustable 
Height 24.0” 

to 28.0” 

Depth 48.0”  

Note. Rear Smoothing Broom also flips 
upward for storage to save space.  

Smoothing Broom 72.0”  

Leveler 64.0”  

3 Pt. Frame adjustable. Can be used with  
Lower Link Arms OR with Quick Coupler. 

PR72-TP  3 Pt. Lift Frame  
Leveler 66.0” Wide 

Rear Smoothing Broom 72.0” Wide 

Height Adjustable 24.0” to 28.0” 

Depth 48.0” (Broom also flips upward for storage). 

Machine Weight 196 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Pallet Size 42 x 80 

Ship Weight 264 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Smoothing 
Broom 72.0”  

Leveler 64.0”  

21.5” 
Highest  

Point 

Hitch Hole to Rear Broom 

Total Depth 58.75” (Front of Male Hitch to Rear Broom) 2.75” 

Depth 56.0”  

PR72-QR    2” Receiver Connect 
Leveler 66.0” Wide 

Rear Smoothing Broom 72.0” Wide 

Highest Point 21.50” 

Depth 56.0” (Center Hole of 2” Hitch to Rear Broom) 

Machine Weight 275 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Pallet Size 48 x 80 

Ship Weight 352 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Depth Total 58.75” (Total Depth) 

Note. Rear 
Smoothing Broom 

flips upward to 
save space during 

storage.  

72-QR 

Smoothing Broom 72.0”  

Leveler 64.0”  Axle Bracket removed to 
show 1-1/4” Male Hitch 

21.5” 
Highest  

Point 

Hitch Hole to Rear Broom 

Total Depth 65.0”” (Front of Brackets to Rear Broom) 

11.75” 

Depth 53.5”  

Center of Hole  
1-1/4” Hitch 

PR72-QX    Gator TX Connect 
Leveler 66.0” Wide 

Rear Smoothing Broom 72.0” Wide 

Highest Point 21.50” 

Depth 53.5” (Center Hole 1-1/4” Hitch to Rear Broom) 

Machine Weight 284 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Pallet Size 48 x 80 

Ship Weight 361 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Depth Total 65.0” (Front Brackets to Rear Broom) 

72-QX 

Note. Rear 
Smoothing Broom 

flips upward to 
save space during 

storage.  

Machine Weights & Measurements   Quick Attach Groomers     
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Size & Weight Specifications 
90-TP 

Adjustable 
Height 24.0” 

to 28.0” 

Depth 48.0”  

Note. Rear Smoothing Broom also flips 
upward for storage to save space.  

Smoothing Broom 90.0”  

Leveler 64.0”  

3 Pt. Frame adjustable. Can be used with  
Lower Link Arms OR with Quick Coupler. 

PR90-TP  3 Pt. Lift Frame  
Leveler 84.0” Wide 

Rear Smoothing Broom 90.0” Wide 

Height Adjustable 24.0” to 28.0” 

Depth 48.0” (Broom also flips upward for storage). 

Machine Weight 222 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Pallet Size 42 x 92 

Ship Weight 300 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Smoothing 
Broom 72.0”  

Leveler 64.0”  

21.5” 
Highest  

Point 

Hitch Hole to Rear Broom 

Total Depth 58.75” (Front of Male Hitch to Rear Broom) 2.75” 

Depth 56.0”  

PR90-QR    2” Receiver Connect 
Leveler 84.0” Wide 

Rear Smoothing Broom 90.0” Wide 

Highest Point 21.50” 

Depth 56.0” (Center Hole of 2” Hitch to Rear Broom) 

Machine Weight 300 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Pallet Size 48 x 92 

Ship Weight 387 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Depth Total 58.75” (Total Depth) 

Note. Rear 
Smoothing Broom 

flips upward to 
save space during 

storage.  

90-QR 

Smoothing Broom 90.0”  

Leveler 84.0”  
Axle Bracket removed to 
show 1-1/4” Male Hitch 

21.5” 
Highest  

Point 

Hitch Hole to Rear Broom 

Total Depth 65.0”” (Front of Brackets to Rear Broom) 
11.75” 

Depth 53.5”  

Center of Hole  
1-1/4” Hitch 

PR90-QX    Gator TX Connect 
Leveler 84.0” Wide 

Rear Smoothing Broom 90.0” Wide 

Highest Point 21.50” 

Depth 53.5” (Center Hole 1-1/4” Hitch to Rear Broom) 

Machine Weight 310 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Pallet Size 48 x 92 

Ship Weight 396 lbs. (Standard Equipment) 

Depth Total 65.0” (Front Brackets to Rear Broom) 

90-QX 

Note. Rear 
Smoothing Broom 

flips upward to 
save space during 

storage.  

Machine Weights & Measurements   Quick Attach Groomers     
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Need newest 
warranty with 
disclaimers

WARRANTY   (All Groomers from Heying Company) 
 

Heying Company machines carry the following limited warranty, from date of possession to the end user, on parts  
and workmanship, and to be free of defects, under normal and intended use and service conditions, of: 

3 years parts and workmanship on Heying Company manufactured parts.  
One (1) Year on parts not manufactured by Heying Company, including but not limited to: 
 Wheels, brushes, electrical cylinder (actuator), electric system parts, wireless remote control systems,  
 switches, batteries, chargers, etc. 
 

Excluded is this warranty is Normal Wear and Tear on Parts resulting from natural and intended use.  
  

Heying Company’s obligation under this warranty is limited to replacement or repair at the manufacturer’s option.  
Proof of purchase must accompany any and all warranty claims to Heying Company.  
 

This warranty does not extend to any product or damage to a product caused by, or attributed to freight damage, abuse, misuse, improper or abnormal 
usage, improper storage or changes and repairs unauthorized by Heying Company including to towing machines.  
 

All freight damage claims must be made immediately and directly to the freight carrier by the purchaser or end user. It is not the responsibility of  
Heying Company to report damaged freight to freight companies. We guarantee that all shipments leave our facilities free from damage.  
 

Heying Company is not liable for direct or indirect, special or consequential damages arising from, or in connection with, the use or performance of the 
product or damages with respect to any economic loss, personal injury, loss or damage to property, loss of revenues or profits, or loss of enjoyment.  
 

Any full machine, assembly or individual part returned to Heying Company for refund, replacement or repair must have sufficient proof of purchase 
included, prior written authorization from Heying Company, be packaged as instructed by Heying Company, and have all freight charges prepaid.  
 

Product returns are subject to re-painting and re-stocking charges. 
 

No other warranty beyond that specifically stated above is authorized or intended by Heying Company. 
 

Choosing a tow machine is the sole responsibility of the user. User should always consult with the towing machine manufacturer for towing capacity 
and suitability. Heying Company makes no claim and carries no responsibility as to the ability or capacity of any towing machine to be used. 

Acknowledgment and Assumption of Risk. Release of Liability; Indemnification.  
Rear attach groomers are designed to attach directly to a customer’s vehicle, tractor, etc. (and will not include a wheeled frame or tongue for pulling). 
The desire for direct attach groomers comes from customers needing “convenience”. Even though these types of groomers could prove to be  
somewhat less effective there are customers who understand this and are willing to sacrifice some function to gain convenience. Examples of vehicles 
used for “direct attach groomers”. Utility vehicles like the JD Gator TX. UTV’s, Side by Sides, Small Tractors, etc. Heying Company is not responsible 
for damage or harm to vehicles, or to person’s operating the vehicle and / or groomer. Customer agrees that they are solely responsible to attach to 
and operate their vehicle or Tow Machine, they understand they are responsible to assure the safety of operators, and that they willingly attach this 
groomer to their tow machine with full knowledge that they are responsible to make sure it will not cause damage to their vehicle or any person  
operating the vehicle. Customer acknowledges that by ordering a groomer they have read and understand all aspects of their responsibility of 
pulling, attaching, and operating all equipment. 
 

Participant acknowledges that operating motorized vehicles and attached equipment can be an extreme test of a person’s physical and mental limits 
and carries with it the potential for death, serious injury and property loss. The risks include, but are not limited to, those caused by terrain, vehicular 
traffic and the actions of other people including, facilities, temperature, weather, and physical and mental fitness. These risks are not only inherent to 
equipment operators but are also present for volunteers and anyone else desiring to participate in these activities. Participants acknowledge, agrees 
and represent that they will inspect the equipment to be used or operated by him/her and further agrees and warrants that, if at any time, he/she is in or 
about equipment will immediately advise appropriate officials of such and if necessary leave the area or equipment and/or refuse to further participate 
in these activities. 
 

Release of Liability; Indemnification; Acknowledgement of Risk. Participant hereby waives, releases and discharges, on behalf of Participant and 
Participant’s executors, administrators, heirs, next of kin, successors and assigns, Heying Enterprises and authorized dealers, and their respective 
directors, officers, employees, volunteers, agents from any and all liability for customer’s death, disability, personal injury, property damage, property 
theft, lost income or any other losses, costs or actions of any kind whatsoever, which hereafter may directly or indirectly accrue to customer through 
training or participating in the act of use of Heying Equipment and their Tow Vehicles. Customer agrees to indemnify and hold the Releasees harmless 
from and against any and all liability, loss, damage or injury as well as all costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees and costs of any suit related 
thereto), suffered or incurred by Releasees, to the extent arising from any of customer actions whatsoever whether now or in the future, including but 
not limited to negligent, intentional or reckless misconduct, acts or omissions. Participant understands that there are inherent hazardous risks  
associated with the operation of equipment which could include serious injury or death, and customer freely assumes the risk of any and all injuries 
that customer may sustain while using this equipment. Customer agrees that no person with insufficient physical fitness, alertness, sobriety, vision, or 
medical ability shall operate the equipment and that all operators shall have adequate training before being allowed to operate said equipment.  
Governing Law. Except to the extent that this Agreement may be governed by any federal law, this Agreement shall be governed by, construed and 
interpreted under, and enforced exclusively in accordance with the laws of the State of Iowa in the United States. 


